
iD Expert Slip
Cotton Feel

iD Expert Slip Cotton Feel
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• An All-in-One system, with a Cotton Feel backsheet

• The Wetness indicators act as a guide to easily show  
when a pad needs changing

• Resealable tapes for a perfect fit

iD Expert Slip is also available with a Plastic backsheet  
(selected products only)

• Contains an odour control system

• Anti-leak cuffs to protect against leakage

RESEALABLE TAPES 
FOR A PERFECT FIT

510255280

5630165140

5630075140

5610355280

5610265280

5630175140

5630160140

5610365280

5630275280

5610260280

5630465140

5630375280

5610360280

5610270280

5630475140

5630280150

5630460140

5610370280

5630180200

5630380150

1121850mlSlip Normal M 428800X680mm80-125cm

980X850mm120-170cm

980X800mm115-55cm

800X680mm80-125cm

700X530mm50-90cm

980X800mm115cm-155cm

800X680mm80-125cm

620X410mm40-70cm

980X800mm115-55cm

700X530mm50-90cm

980X850mm120-170cm

800X680mm80-125cm

700X530mm50-90cm

980X800mm115-155cm

800X680mm80-125cm

980X850mm120-170cm

800X680mm80-125cm

980X800mm115cm-155cm

700X530mm50-90cm

980X800mm115-155cm

841900mlSlip Normal L 328

56100mlSlip Plus S 414

1122175mlSlip Plus M 428

842400mlSlip Plus L 328

563200mlSlip Plus XL 414

561950mlSlip Extra S 414

1122400mlSlip Extra

Slip Extra Plus

Slip Extra Plus

M 428

562850mlSlip Extra L 228

563400mlSlip Extra XL 414

1122750mlM 428

562950mlL 228

1681550mlSlip Super XS 1214

562100mlSlip Super S 414

563600mlSlip Super M 328

564100mlSlip Super L 328

563800mlSlip Super XL 414

802300mlSlip Maxi S 420

453700mlSlip Maxi M 315

454500mlSlip Maxi L 315

All-in-One product with a Cotton Feel backsheet Fitting Guide

People who bought iD Expert Belt also bought...

iD Care  
No Rinse  

Cleansing Milk

iD Care  
Wet Wipes 

iD Care  
No Rinse Body  
Cleansing Foam

An All-In-One offers an effective solution for managing moderate to heavy incontinence,  
with a high level of absorption and range of sizes.  

Ensure the correct size by measuring the waist. Measure the user, never assume the 
measurement. Remember, bigger is not better! Then choose the correct absorbency. 

Gently open out and then fold in half lengthways with the absorbent area of the pad  
facing inwards. 

Do not shake or twist the pad as this can damage it and reduce the efficacy of the product.

Lying Down

Standing

With the user lying on their side, keep the pad folded 
and pass between the legs in the most appropriate way 
for the user. Open the pad out over the buttocks and 
lower abdomen, ensuring the side with the fixation tapes 
is placed at the back. Align with the waist and centre 
correctly using the wetness indicators as a guide. 
 
Secure the re-sealable tapes; fit the top tapes first, or 
dependant on the user, you may need to fit the bottom 
tapes first. The position of the tapes is entirely dependent 
on the patient needs. Fasten the re-sealable tapes on the 
upper-most side, and then gently roll them and fix the 
tapes on the opposite side. Now position the patient on to 
their back and ensure the anti-leak cuffs are fitted close at 
the groin. 
 
The tapes can then be readjusted as necessary. Remember 
it is important to create a seal around the legs and groin  
to reduce risk of leakage. To do this the bottom tapes  
will probably need to be secured in an angled position. 
The choice of upward or downward positioning of tapes  
is determined by the shape of the user, mainly around  
the buttocks. 
 
Always ensure the tapes are secured to the pad and 
are not lying on, or close to the skin, as this may 
cause irritation and discomfort. When carrying out 
routine position changes remember to adjust the tapes 
accordingly to ensure leg seals are maintained.

Keeping the pad folded, pass the pad between the legs in the most appropriate 
way for the user. Open the pad out over the buttocks and lower abdomen, 
ensuring the side with the fixation tapes is placed at the back. Align with the 
waist and centre correctly using the wetness indicators as a guide.  

Make sure the soft elastics are fitted closely at the groin. Secure the re-sealable 
tapes; fit the top tapes first, or dependant on the user, you may need to fit  
the bottom tapes first. The position of the tapes is wholly dependent on the 
user needs.

It is important to create a seal around the legs and groin to reduce risk of 
leakage. To do this the bottom tapes will probably need to be secured in an 
angled position. The choice of upward or downward positioning of tapes is 
determined by the shape of the client, mainly around the buttocks.



An All-In-One offers an effective solution for managing moderate to heavy incontinence,  
with a high level of absorption and range of sizes.  

Ensure the correct size by measuring the waist. Measure the user, never assume the 
measurement. Remember, bigger is not better! Then choose the correct absorbency. 

Gently open out and then fold in half lengthways with the absorbent area of the pad  
facing inwards. 

Do not shake or twist the pad as this can damage it and reduce the efficacy of the product.

iD Expert Slip
Plastic backsheet

iD Expert Slip plastic backsheet
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5600255280

5600360280

5600270280

5600355280

5600265280

5600370280

5600260280

5600365280

5620275280

5620375280

Slip Extra 
Plus

Slip Extra 
Plus

Slip Normal

Slip Normal

Slip Extra

Slip Extra

Slip Super

Slip Super

800x680mm80-125cm

115-155cm

80-125cm

115-155cm

80-125cm

115-155cm

80-125cm

115-155cm

80-125cm

115-155cm

980x800mm

980x800mm

800x680mm

980x800mm

980x800mm

800x680mm

980x800mm

800x680mm

800x680mm
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1850ml

2400ml

2750ml
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RESEALABLE TAPES 
FOR A PERFECT FIT

People who bought iD Expert Belt also bought...

iD Care  
No Rinse  

Cleansing Milk

iD Care  
Wet Wipes 

iD Care  
No Rinse Body  
Cleansing Foam

• An All-in-One system, with a plastic backsheet

• The Wetness indicators act as a guide to easily show  
when a pad needs changing

• Resealable tapes for a perfect fit

• Contains an odour control system

• Anti-leak cuffs to protect against leakage

All-in-One product with a plastic backsheet

iD Expert Slip is also available with a Cotton Feel backsheet  
(selected products only)

Fitting Guide Lying Down

Standing

With the user lying on their side, keep the pad folded 
and pass between the legs in the most appropriate way 
for the user. Open the pad out over the buttocks and 
lower abdomen, ensuring the side with the fixation tapes 
is placed at the back. Align with the waist and centre 
correctly using the wetness indicators as a guide. 
 
Secure the re-sealable tapes; fit the top tapes first, or 
dependant on the user, you may need to fit the bottom 
tapes first. The position of the tapes is entirely dependent 
on the patient needs. Fasten the re-sealable tapes on the 
upper-most side, and then gently roll them and fix the 
tapes on the opposite side. Now position the patient on to 
their back and ensure the anti-leak cuffs are fitted close at 
the groin. 
 
The tapes can then be readjusted as necessary. Remember 
it is important to create a seal around the legs and groin  
to reduce risk of leakage. To do this the bottom tapes  
will probably need to be secured in an angled position. 
The choice of upward or downward positioning of tapes  
is determined by the shape of the user, mainly around  
the buttocks. 
 
Always ensure the tapes are secured to the pad and 
are not lying on, or close to the skin, as this may 
cause irritation and discomfort. When carrying out 
routine position changes remember to adjust the tapes 
accordingly to ensure leg seals are maintained.

Keeping the pad folded, pass the pad between the legs in the most appropriate 
way for the user. Open the pad out over the buttocks and lower abdomen, 
ensuring the side with the fixation tapes is placed at the back. Align with the 
waist and centre correctly using the wetness indicators as a guide.  

Make sure the soft elastics are fitted closely at the groin. Secure the re-sealable 
tapes; fit the top tapes first, or dependant on the user, you may need to fit  
the bottom tapes first. The position of the tapes is wholly dependent on the 
user needs.

It is important to create a seal around the legs and groin to reduce risk of 
leakage. To do this the bottom tapes will probably need to be secured in an 
angled position. The choice of upward or downward positioning of tapes is 
determined by the shape of the client, mainly around the buttocks.


